ECCB returns to Prague after 13 years!
Czech University of Life Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic

The Society for Conservation Biology – Europe Section invites you to participate in the 6th European Congress of Conservation Biology

Save the date to your calendars to participate: August 22-26, 2022

“Biodiversity crisis in a changing world”

The current biodiversity crisis has led to a call for transformative change globally and in Europe - a change in how we interact with nature that reduces pressure on biodiversity and secure Natures’ Benefits to People. This challenges how we perform conservation science, and calls for science-based practices, which put humans and nature on a track that takes us out of the current biodiversity crisis.

Practitioners, consultants, politicians, conservation and social scientists, as well as students are welcome to discuss and design new guidelines, tools and strategies in order to meet new and reverse the loss of biodiversity.

The Congress will take place again on the peaceful green campus of the Czech University of Life Sciences Prague, in a suburb of the city only 20 minutes from the historic centre of Prague – an UNESCO World Heritage Site. Prague is a geographical heart of Europe and a place with high diversity, interesting wildlife, and a long history.

Visit our website and pre-register there to stay in touch at www.eccb2022.eu
If you have any questions, contact us at info@eccb2022.eu

Important deadlines:
Call for symposia, workshops and training courses: Jun 15 – Oct 15, 2021
Abstract submission EXTENDED LAST CHANCE: Jan 1 – Mar 21, 2022
Early Birds registration: Apr 1 – May 15, 2022

On behalf of organisers:
John Piccolo, President of SCB-ES, Bengt Gunnar Jonsson, Chair of Congress Steering Committee
Andras Baldl, Chair of Scientific Committee, Petr Zasadil, Chair of Local Organising Committee